
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait-Egypt
(NBKE) - celebrated 10th anniversary of
presence in Egypt. The Bank entered into
the Egyptian market in 2007 through one of
the most successful transactions in the bank-
ing sector, acquisition of Al-Watany Bank
becoming one of the first Gulf banks to enter
into the Egyptian market as proof of the
Group’s confidence in the importance of this
market, its growth prospects, assets and
strong potentials.

The ceremony was attended by several
senior government officials, public figures,
Bank clients and media professionals
who were welcome by Nasser Al-
Sayer, Chairman of the National Bank
of Kuwait,  Isam Al-Sager, Group
CEO, Shaikha Al-Bahar, Deputy
Group CEO, Salah Al-Fulaij, CEO-
Kuwait,  Sulaiman Al-Marzouk,
Deputy CEO- Kuwait,  George
Richani, Head of International Banking
Group, and from Egypt, Dr Yasser
Hassan, CEO and Managing Director
of NBK - Egypt, Yasser Al-Tayeb -
Deputy Managing Director of NBK-
Egypt, Board Members of NBK-
Egypt, and senior members of the Bank.

On this occasion, Isam Al-Sager, Group
CEO at National Bank of Kuwait and
Chairman of National Bank of Kuwait-
Egypt, underlined his pleasure with the suc-
cess achieved by NBK since the groups’
decision to enter the Egyptian market in
such a way that exceeded the Group’s
expectations and it also confirmed the
Group’s confidence in the market, which is
considered a long-term strategic alternative
for them. 

Al-Sager said that the Egyptian economy
remains one of the largest economies in the
Arab region that has a positive prospect for
growth and great capacity to face develop-
ments that will support its pursuit to grow
and maintain its coherence and strength.
Therefore, the Egyptian market will remain
one of the main markets focused upon by
NBK’s external strategy as it is a promising
market that provides strong avenues for
growth considering the huge economic
opportunities available thereto; the leap in
the Egyptian population to more than 100
million people; and increased requirement
for financial and banking services is deemed

an opportunity for any economic institution
aspiring to increase business volume.

He also pointed out that NBK-Egypt’s
powerful and increased profits over years
generated from operational profits as a
result of improved business environment,
especially in recent years, reflect stability of
the Egyptian economic situation, and indi-
cated that this stability will create new
opportunities for the bank (in investment and
finance) that will contribute to improving
integration of services between the Bank and
the Group and strengthen its position in the

Egyptian market.
Al-Sager confirmed that NBK Group’s

investments in Egypt are long-term strategic
investments, as NBK- Egypt is deemed one
of the most significant external affiliates of
the bank, and underlined that it becomes
more important to the Group over time
through its unceasingly growing profits
which promote its contributions to the gross
profits of the Group.

He added that NBK’s name has been
associated with quality, trust and safety

since it was established in 1952 as the first
national bank and joint stock company in the
State of Kuwait and the Arab Gulf region,
due to its compliance with the highest stan-
dards of banking business; provision of the
best services to its clients; and its keenness
on building close and strong relationships
with them based on trust extending over
generations.

Dr Yasser Hassan, CEO and Managing
Director of NBK- Egypt, on his part said
that the Bank’s success in Egypt over 10
years since joining the NBK Group in 2007
was the result of the Bank’s work in Egypt
according to a clear strategy enhancing its

position in the Egyptian market and realizing
its expansion vision through the implemen-
tation of an ambitious development and
restructure plan. Since then, NBK-Egypt has
witnessed a significant leap in its perform-
ance and accomplishments seeking to
achieve growth rates exceeding the average
of the Egyptian banking sector, especially in
recent years.

He added that NBK-Egypt adopts a flex-
ible business model depends on the harmo-
nization between the exhaustive study of the
Egyptian market and absorption of global

developments and their implications
on the one hand and the complex
changing client needs on the other
hand. He emphasized that the NBK-
Egypt has always been interested in
keeping alignment with NBK
Group, since the first moment he
had joined the Group in terms of
applying the highest standards of
banking, providing the best services
to its clients and building strong
relationships with them based on
trust; as the Bank is always keen on
developing its services provided to

both individuals and companies, through
providing financing solutions and offering
high and innovative banking products which
meet their actual needs and are based on an
accurate and exhaustive market survey  in
line with the position of the Bank as a
regional and global leader and its strong
financial position, strong budget and suc-
cessful strategy. 

Hassan also pointed out that the success
achieved by the NBK in Egypt demonstrates
the success of the group’s vision towards the
Egyptian local market, in which we aim to
strengthen our position and work on
increasing growth rates during the upcoming
period. He added that most of the profits of
NBK-Egypt are generated from credit
transaction with corporate sector, where the
Bank’s credit portfolio includes a wide range
of companies that deal with it, which reflects
the diversification of the Egyptian economy.
He also noted that the bank seeks to
strengthen its position in the retail banking
sector during the upcoming period.

Hassan added that the upcoming period
will witness further expansion of the Bank in
various banking sectors in order to attract
more clients, individuals, companies, and
SMEs to develop the volume of its work at
the same time apply financial inclusion
among all segments of society.

“We are seeking to increase geographical
distribution of the Bank through increasing
our branch networks. The Bank now has 43
branches spread over the most vital loca-
tions in various Egyptian governorates and
cities which we seek to increase them to 60
branches by 2020. NBK-Egypt is also one of
the smallest number of banks in Egypt which
have an Islamic license alongside the con-
ventional license, where it has two Islamic
branches enabling the bank to offer Sharia
compliant financing as well as traditional
banking services.”, he continued.

It is worth mentioning that NBK-Egypt
has achieved remarkable results and signifi-
cant developments over the ten years since
its entry into the Egyptian market recording
profitable third quarter of a net EGP 1.16 bil-
lion this year against EGP 240 million in

2007 at more than 376%. The volume of
Bank assets also grown from about EGP 12.4
billion in 2007 to more than EGP 55.7 billion
at the end of the last September, with an
increase of 349 percent. The Bank has also
managed, through its Credit sector out-
standing teamwork and young cadres, to
establish a loan portfolio for individual
clients and corporates exceeding EGP 25
billion against EGP 7 billion by the end of
2007, with an increase of portfolio turnover
to more than 257 percent. Client portfolio
deposits accumulated to more than 300 per-
cent to reach EGP 40 billion against EGP 10
billion by the end of 2007. The Bank’s satis-
factory results have also supported property
rights which recorded about EGP 4.3 billion
by the end of the third quarter this year.

Since its entry into the Egyptian market in

2007, NBK-Egypt has been working to ful-
fill its social responsibility to serve the
Egyptian society through its donations and
contributions to many bodies while focusing
on supporting health and education in line
with the policy of the NBK Group believing
that these two activities are of great signifi-
cance to the development of the society and
can push it forward towards a better future
for the children. Some of the most important
bodies the Bank were keen on sponsoring
financially and providing support to were,
included but not limited to:

Al-Orman Charity Association, to which
donations provided by the Bank on regular
basis through direct donations to support
some of the Association’s activities such as
Shefaa Al-Orman Hospital for the treatment
of cancer in upper Egypt through coopera-

tion protocols Between the Bank and the
Association to develop some of the most
needy villages and providing work for some
poor families; Misr El Kheir Foundation is
also supported by the Bank through spon-
soring the participation of people with dis-
ability ; deaf and hard of hearing, in ASDAA
Association in several robot competitions
which resulted in their qualification to win
these competitions and travel to Costa Rica
to participate in the finals of the
International Robot Olympiad. In addition to
the Bank’s donation to support teachers’
scholarships, the Bank is keen to channel a
large part of its charitable contributions to
educational activities, recognizing the
importance of the educational process with-
in the community, which begins with the
proper rehabilitation of teachers who are

responsible for the education of young peo-
ple. The Bank contributed many times to the
free of charge scholarships provided in
cooperation with the American University in
Cairo, to train several teachers in public
schools and to provide them with the latest
methods and techniques in the field of edu-
cation in addition to many other charitable
contributions in various fields through cash
grants or through buying some devices and
supplies for some charities, which the Bank
selects carefully to ensure that donations
and contributions are accessible by those
who are entitled to.

It is worth mentioning that NBK was
established in 1952 as the oldest and most
authentic national bank and financial institu-
tion in the State of Kuwait and the Arab Gulf
region. NBK is one of the largest and most
prestigious Arab banks which achieved the
highest credit ratings in the Middle East by
credit rating agencies such as Moody’s,
Standard & Poor’s and Fitch, which empha-
sized the strength of its financial indicators,
the quality of its assets, its strong capital, the
expertise of its administrative body, the clar-
ity of its strategic vision and the availability
of a stable financing base. NBK also main-
tains its position among the top 50 safest
banks in the world for twelve consecutive
years. NBK Group today has the largest
domestic and international network of 153
branches and affiliates covering four conti-
nents around the world, and is spreading
across the United States, Europe, the Gulf
States, the Middle East, China and
Singapore. 
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